Heavy Construction Specializing in
Remote-Site Projects

Knik Construction has the equipment, personnel and experience for
construction projects in some of the most challenging environments.
Building in Remote Locations

Mobilizations and Logistics Expertise

Knik’s experience includes heavy construction, road
building, asphalt paving, foamed asphalt treated bases,
airport construction and reconstruction, excavation,
dredging, breakwater construction, crushing and
transportation of gravel products.

Knik has developed a particular strength – a niche and main
focus – in conducting jobs that require mobilization by barge
and logistical management techniques. These strengths
have served a base that includes government and private
sector organizations throughout Alaska, the South Pacific,
and Caribbean.

Capable of Reaching Far-Off Places
Each year, Knik transports over 100,000 tons of aggregate
material by tug and barge to remote sites in Western Alaska
and other parts of the world. Our fleet of ocean-going
and shallow-draft tugs, barges and landing craft offers
effective materials and equipment transport to most any
maritime destination, while our low-ground-pressure, offroad vehicles are engineered to carry heavy loads across
sensitive environments without causing damage.

“No matter how complex the logistics, or rugged
the terrain... Whether it’s harsh conditions or
remote locations... We have the people and the
tools to solve the most difficult construction
challenges.”

Features

Benefits

Contractor Licensing

Knik had been licensed in Alaska since 1973 and in Hawaii since 1991 and is also a licensed
Guam contractor.

Lynden Family of
Companies

Because Knik is part of the Lynden family of companies, we have access to Lynden’s combined
capabilities to assist remote site accessibility. Trucks, barges, L-382 Hercules Aircraft, as well as
logistical services.

Quality Control Labs

Knik has five remote site quality control labs. These labs and a company QC inspector are
standard procedure on all of our crushing and asphalt operations. This allows us to ensure we
are producing material to the highest quality possible at all our remote locations.

Remote Site Crushing

Knik owns and operates three portable crushing systems each capable of producing at least 400
tons per hour of crushed aggregate. These systems have been built to move quickly and easily to
remote site quarries and gravel sources throughout Alaska and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. These
sources are operated to produce crushed base course, asphalt aggregate and riprap for various
road, airport and harbor projects throughout Alaska and Guantanamo Bay.

Asphalt Shipping
Capabilities

Knik operates five portable state of the art Astec asphalt plants. These plants operate in remote
locations that require asphalt cement to be shipped in cold and reheated for use. Knik has the
unique ability to ship asphalt cement in specially designed shipping containers constructed with
built-in heating systems. These containers make it possible to transfer asphalt cement in a way
that is less harmful to the environment. Not only are these containers reusable but they transfer
the hot asphalt from tank to plant without a drop of cement hitting the ground, contrast this to the
mess and disposal problems that barrels cause and it’s clear why this is a much more ecological
friendly way of shipping asphalt cement.

Experienced
Management

Knik features a management team that is dedicated to making sure every project is completed
to safe specifications and on time. All of Knik’s managers have learned construction from the
“ground up.” Our team of highly motivated managers takes every project from the bid stage to
final project acceptance. Through experience we have learned communication between the
owner, the community, and us is key to creating a successful project.

Quality People

While we’re proud of our modern equipment, we believe the quality of a business is determined
by the quality of its people. Knik strives to hire and keep the best. We are committed to a safe,
drug-free working environment. All employees are part of a random drug-testing program.
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